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hatch, the striking design hints to the athletic engine held within. As these cars are older, its
important to know that there may be some mechanical problems that occur with age. The
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Ford Capri is a truly iconic car that remains as impressive now as when it was first produced by

in Buyers of used Ford Capris will find that the model is available with a wide variety of engine
choices, including the Cologne V6 and the Taunus V4. It is also worth looking out for a Capri
Mk1 that was produced at the Ford Motor Company of Australia plant in Sydney, for a piece of
Australian car heritage. Good-looking, reliable, and honest, the Ford Capri was an accessible
cruising car when it was launched, and is still much sought-after as a collector car. With a solid
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The Ford Capri is a truly iconic car that remains as impressive now as when it was first
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